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Introductions

• About the staff
  – Instructor
  – TAs
• About you
  – Introduction sheet
  – Roll call
What do you think this class is about?

Goal & Organization

• Learn to

• Organized by problems, not
Problem 1: Reliability

Problem 2: Heterogeneity
Problem 3:
Resource Allocation

Problem 4:
Growth & Evolution

Internet Domain Survey Host Count

Source: Internet Software Consortium (www.isc.org)
Problem 5: Cooperation & Competition

ARPAnet → NSFnet → Commercial Internet

Syllabus

- Office hours
- Prerequisites
- Grading
- Textbook
- Quiz section
Fishnet Project

- Hardware:
- Language:
- Reading:

Your TO DO list

- Bookmark
  http://www.cs.washington.edu/461
- Join the class mailing list
- Get access to CSE labs (non-majors)
- Get textbooks
- Start on Project 1
Reaction paper